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Highjacking the SDGs?

Introduction

At the United Nations (UN) summit in September 2015, the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development with its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
was adopted by all UN member states. The Agenda gives a comprehensive
framework for a global socio-ecological transformation.
The novelty of the SDGs vis-à-vis the Millennium Devel-

huge attention following the understanding that SDG

opment Goals (MDGs) is its paradigm shift: all countries,

implementation depends on redirecting financial flows

not just the countries of the Global South, have to imple-

from unsustainable areas to SDG financing. The case

ment the SDGs, working closely together to achieve the

study examines the growing market of SDG related finan-

common goal of a sustainable future. By 2030, the SDGs

cial instruments like bonds and its impact on sustainable

are to be implemented by all states and at all levels.

development.

Along with governments, various actors have been

Consumer goods are highly relevant for the 2030

involved in the development of the SDGs, and are now

Agenda because of their environmental and social impact

part of implementation strategies. This is the case for

along the supply chain. The second case examines

organizations (CSOs) and academia as well as the busi-

tobacco companies and their involvement with the SDGs.

ness sector. As a matter of fact, the 2030 Agenda gives the

Along with alcohol, tobacco is in fact the only consumer

private sector a significant role.

product explicitly mentioned in the SDGs. And of all con-

In many countries, the engagement of the private sec-

sumer goods, tobacco touches on every SDG, be it health

tor in the SDG implementation is part of official policies.

or agriculture or water, and has therefore a relevant role to

Governments and UN are striving for increased commit-

play for the successful implementation of the SDGs.

ment of the private sector to finance the SDG implementation. Along with this, many governments expect the
SDG engagement of companies to lead to greater social
and environmental awareness in business strategies.
The call for business engagement in the 2030 Agenda
has been answered by various corporations and corporate lobby groups. Already during the SDG negotiations,
the private sector was intensively engaged through many
different channels. Now, with the adoption of the goals,
several corporations have pledged their support for the
SDGs or evaluated the relevance of the SDGs for their
own business activities.
The idea of business involvement with the SDG is
trending but so far there is little systematic analysis: In
which way are businesses engaging with the SDGs? What
is the actual impact on sustainability of businesses’ SDG
activities? And which strategies are needed in order to
better align business activities with the transformative
Agenda of the SDGs? This analysis aims at answering
some of those questions and thus contributing to the critical discourse on business engagement with the SDGs.
The first chapter gives an overview of business
involvement with the SDGs and the relevant discussions
following that trend. Then, the analysis looks at two different business sectors. The first case examines at the
financial sector. The idea of “shifting the trillions” gained
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The Private Sector and the SDGs ‒
an Overview
Marie-Luise Abshagen and Anna Cavazzini

Following the argument that the SDG implementation
might need an annual investment of 5 to 7 trillion US dollars with developing countries alone supposedly facing
an annual gap of 2.5 trillion US dollars1, governments, the
UN and the International Finance Institutions are pushing for increased engagement of the private sector. In this
process, the UN serves as a platform engaging business
at the global level, following previous trends of establishing partnerships in order to advance global policies.2
In 2014, the UN-Business Action Hub was developed
by the UN Global Compact, the Hong-Kong based nonprofit organization Global Hand, and 20 UN agencies. It
is a forum where the UN and business can engage in dialogue, share information and take action to advance e.g.
the SDGs. Business members include actors like DHL;
3
BASF, Ikea and Bank of America. In the same year, the

SDG Fund4, an international multi-donor and multi-agency development mechanism to support sustainable development activities through integrated and multidimensional joint programmes, was established by the
UN, with an initial contribution from the government of
Spain. To better align public-private partnerships for sustainable development, the SDG Fund has established a
Private Sector Advisory Group, formed by business leaders of major companies from industries worldwide,

The UN and the International Finance Institutions like the
World Bank are pushing for increased engagement of the
private sector to cover the cost of the SDG implementation.

among them H&M and Intel.5
The UN Private Sector Forum, an annual summit
hosted by the UN Secretary General and organized by

accompanied by a SDG Business Forum, co-hosted by

UN Global Compact since 2008, has had a strong focus

the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the UN

on the SDGs ever since they were adopted, including

Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN-DESA),

pledges of multinational companies to support the SDGs

and the UN Global Compact. Its goal is to foster dialogue

with concrete measures such as pilot projects, gender

between governments and the private sector.7 Speakers at

quota or investment in sustainable infrastructure, among

the two summits included Pfizer, Citigroup, Finnair and

them Anglo American, Facebook, MasterCards, Nestlé

Danone.8 In 2017 there were 1500 representatives from

and Siemens.

businesses registered.9

6

And finally, since 2016 the annual High-level Politi-

Besides the UN, many governments are equally

cal Forum on Sustainable Development (HLPF) is

interested in advancing the private sector engagement in

1 — http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf
2 — www.globalpolicy.org/images/pdfs/GPFEurope/Globale_Partnerschaften_online.pdf
3 — https://business.un.org/en/browse/companies_entities?page=8
4 — The SDG Fund includes business and academia. It supports joint programmes in 22 countries with an approximately US $70 million budget
5 — www.sdgfund.org/who-we-are
6 — www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/development/PSF2015Announcements.pdf; www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/news_events/
PSF2017/2017-PSF-Commitments.pdf
7 — www.sdgbusinessforum.org
8 — www.businessfor2030.org/bizfor2030blog/2016/7/25/the-2016-sdg-business-forum-a-recap; https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/
documents/14260SDG_Business_Forum_Programme_preview.pdf
9 — http://sdg.iisd.org/news/sdg-business-forum-showcases-business-support-for-sdgs/
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the SDGs, making it part of official policies. In Canada,

their value chains and to measure risks and opportuni-

for instance, Global Affairs Canada and the UN Global

ties with regard to their business model. And in others

Compact Network Canada (GCNC) have conducted

cases yet again, companies use the SDG as a business

several roundtable events on the role of the private sector

case with profit to be made in new products or areas.

in the 2030 Agenda.10 Under former President Barack

However, the scope, intent and impact of business’

Obama, the US Council for International Business

involvement in the SDGs often stays vague and hard to

founded the initiative Business for 2030.11 The Mexican

measure. One interesting way to shed some light on the

Agency for International Development Cooperation cre-

reality of corporate SDG engagement is to look at corpo-

ated Partnership for Sustainability, a platform for strate-

rate reporting, as the key instrument for disclosure of

gic collaboration with business in support of SDGs.12

financial and non-financial information of a company.

Other countries, such as Germany or Argentina, include

According to a 2017 study by KPMG four in ten of the

the private sector, along with civil society and academia,

world’s largest companies (Global 250 as ranked by For-

as a key partner in their national SDG implementation.13

tune by total revenues for their respective fiscal years14)
already reference the SDGs in their corporate reporting.

Business engaging with the
SDGs ‒ hard to measure

Of those, most are located in Germany (83%), France
(63%) and the UK (60%), followed by Japan (46%) and
the USA (31%). The report highlights that it is mostly
large companies in consumer facing sectors such as utili-

Private sector engagement in the SDGs is clearly grow-

ties, cars, retails, technology, media & telecommunica-

ing. In a way this follows the trend of the last couple of

tions as well as health care that are more likely to report

years or even decades. Businesses have been scrutinized

on the SDGs than those in heavy industry sectors such as

for their impact on society and the environment, along

manufacturing and oil and gas.15

with negative PR and consequently less profits or stock-

There are various standards when it comes to the

value. Consequently, most businesses now feature a sus-

implementation of the goals in business models or busi-

tainability strategy or a Corporate Social Responsibility

ness reporting. Guidelines include the SDG Compass by

(CSR) branch and have various social programs. Some

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), UN Global Compact,

have established new product lines following sustainabil-

and World Business Council for Sustainable Develop-

ity criteria or redirected their business model.

ment (WBCSD) or the Sustainable Development Goals

The SDGs constitute a new but similar element in

report by the International Integrated Reporting Coun-

this shift towards corporate sustainability. While some

cil.16 KPGM has also come up with nine quality criteria

companies use the SDGs for hardly more than PR, others

for SDG reporting.17 Similarly there are various CSO pub-

have rigorously included them in their CSR strategies. In

lications for guidelines on SDG activities of companies,

some cases, companies willing to change their business

for instance by Oxfam18 and by CIVICUS19.

model have identified the SDGs as a tool to refocus their
business practices to at least create more resilience in

10 — http://globalcompact.ca/category/gcnc-news/
11 — www.businessfor2030.org
12 — https://sdghub.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/G20-SDGs-Mexico-2017.pdf
13 — www.bundesregierung.de/Content/DE/_Anlagen/Nachhaltigkeit-wiederhergestellt/2017-01-11-nachhaltigkeitsstrategie.pdf;jsessionid=0B9B66420D51B4523EAC32DB93F9D473.s4t2?__blob=publicationFile&v=22, https://sdghub.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/
G20-SDGs-Argentina-2017.pdf
14 — http://fortune.com/global500/
15 — https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2017/10/kpmg-survey-of-corporate-responsibility-reporting-2017.pdf
16 — https://sdgcompass.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/019104_SDG_Compass_Guide_2015.pdf; http://integratedreporting.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/09/SDGs-and-the-integrated-report_full17.pdf
17 — https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2018/02/how-to-report-on-sdgs.pdf
18 — www.oxfam.org/sites/www.oxfam.org/files/dp-raising-the-bar-business-sdgs-130217-en_0.pdf
19 — www.civicus.org/documents/reports-and-publications/SOCS/2017/thematic-synthesis.pdf
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The SDG business case ‒ is this
sufficient?

While the number of business pledges for the SDGs
are high, the case-studies show that in many cases much
of the corporate SDG engagement focuses on PR-friendly

When it comes to getting business to take action on the

business strategies that help companies shine in a

SDGs, the main objective is often to demonstrate a busi-

brighter light, like additional projects instead of a change

ness case. Investors and other stakeholder need to be

in the business strategy. Without an independent and

convinced that the company’s action to the SDGs is

thorough evaluation of corporate SDG engagement, one

worthwhile economically especially in terms of business

can thus not be sure about its real impact towards sus-

risk assessments and opportunities. This is also the strat-

tainability.

egy of the UN Global Compact. Its SDG Compass states
that the SDG “present an opportunity for business-led
solutions and technologies”.20 It furthermore argues that
the SDG will provide new growth opportunities and lower
risk profiles.

There are also risks in private
sector involvement in the SDGs

Non-surprisingly, many companies thus opt to

There are also risks concerning the growing involvement

implement specific SDGs most relevant to their busi-

of the private sector in sustainable development. Many

nesses and stakeholders, or where they might have the

CSOs worry about the power and expectations given to

most impact when it comes to their CSR strategy. In a

the private sector as a development agent and point to

2018 study again on corporate reporting on the SDGs,

the obvious conflicts that exist between profit-based pri-

KPMG highlights that companies are paying the most

vate sector activities and sustainable development.23

attention to SDG 12, SDG 8 and SDG 4 (55% of reporting

CSOs’ arguments vary between case studies of

companies), and paying the least attention to SDG 15,

human rights violations, examples of corporate tax eva-

SDG 2 and SDG 14 (26% or less of reporting companies).

21

sion and fraud, criticism of greenwashing and a general

Business networks such as the World Business Council

rejection of a growth based economic system. One can

on Sustainable Development, to name only one, have

observe a crack-down on CSOs, particularly when they

similarly done their own evaluation of those SDG rele-

are considered to be getting in the ways of a deal between

vant to their own or other companies.22

government and private sector or hindering the realiza-

While this might be understandable from a corporate

tion of private project e.g. in infrastructure24. Business

perspective, the SDGs need to be considered as a con-

activities contribute on a large scale to CO2 emissions,

nected, universal Agenda, where cherry-picking will not

environmental destruction and biodiversity loss and the

lead to the desired development result. Examples can be

question remains whether “soft” involvement of busi-

best found in the case study on finance, highlighting the

nesses in the SDGs will have any effect if it is not accom-

limited areas of investments with SDG and green bonds

panied by strict regulation and a fundamental shift in

(mostly infrastructure, construction and energy). Invest-

how the global economic system is functioning.25 Finally,

ments in e.g. small-scale agriculture, no-take conservation

the SDGs provide a gateway to challenge governments to

areas or community-based social services might be good

either create an investment-friendly climate. The case

for people and planet but are simply not profitable enough.

study on tobacco has shown the power of corporate

20 — https://sdgcompass.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/019104_SDG_Compass_Guide_2015.pdf
21 — According to KMPG, of 101 companies around a quarter prioritized up to five SDG, another quarter prioritized between six and ten SDGs,
another quarter prioritized between 11 and 16 SDGs and the finale quarter prioritized all 17 goals. https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/
kpmg/xx/pdf/2018/02/how-to-report-on-sdgs.pdf
22 — www.commerzbank.de/media/nachhaltigkeit/nachhaltigkeitsstandards/sustainable_development_goals/Twopager_Sustainable_Development_Goals_DE.pdf; http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/unctad_sse_2016d1.pdf; www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/SDG/SDG%20
Research_FINAL.pdf
23 — www.globalpolicy.org/images/pdfs/GPFEurope/Corporate_influence_in_the_Post-2015_process_web.pdf; www.civicus.org/documents/
reports-and-publications/SOCS/2017/essays/the-private-sector-and-the-sdgs-implications-for-civil-society.pdf.
24 — www.civicus.org/documents/reports-and-publications/SOCS/2017/essays/the-private-sector-and-the-sdgs-implications-for-civil-society.pdf
25 — See for instance publications by www.socialwatch.org
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In many countries, the engagement of the private sector in the SDG implementation is part of official policies. Governments and
UN are striving for increased commitment of the private sector to finance the SDG implementation. Along with this, many governments expect the SDG engagement of companies to lead to greater social and environmental awareness in business strategies.

lobbying governments as well as UN, and many more
examples can be found.26

Following the trend of the last decades, the discourse
about financing the SDGs might make governments even
more interested and depended on privatizing public ser-

Private or Public?

vices. Especially when it comes to basic public services,
many cases have shown that the Bretton Woods development model of private investments in e.g. health, educa-

With increasing private engagement in the implementa-

tion, infrastructure, water and energy has often actually

tion of the SDGs, governments tend to hand over ever

lead to the deterioration of these services or to a limited

more of their original functions and power to private

access especially for the poor.

companies, particularly in the social sector (i.e. health
care, water and energy infrastructure, transportation,
development cooperation). This trend thus further supports the increasing number of privatizations of public
goods and services. The democratic legitimization as well

Money is nothing without
coherence

as the budgetary rationale of Public Private Partnerships

The SDGs are in itself a huge, global and diverse policy

(PPPs) is being questioned by many, and supported by a

guideline. Implementing them is thus in many cases a

growing body of research.27

question of policy-changes rather than investments (i.e.
for peace, good governance and justice). It is a slippery

26 — See for instance https://corporateeurope.org; https://corporateeurope.org/sites/default/files/cop19_guide_to_corporate_lobbying-with_references.pdf; www.foei.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Statement-on-UN-Corporate-Capture-EN.pdf.
27 — See for instance www.world-psi.org/sites/default/files/rapport_eng_56pages_a4_lr.pdf; www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/monitor/
problem-public-private-partnerships
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close relatives, and close associates of various heads of

40
36 Trillion US Dollar

government of more than forty other countries.30
The argument for SDG finance gaps would be quite a
different one, if corporate taxes were properly paid and
public money democratically spent. There is reason to

30

worry that a strong corporate SDG engagement therefore
creates a certain level of distraction from much needed
economic changes at hand. If in the end businesses rather
20

focus on the non-binding SDGs, along with their positive,
consumer-friendly image, and wide range of entry points,
than on the realization of hard law regulatory processes
and rights-based approaches or legal frameworks such as

10

paying their fair share of taxes as well as implementing

5–7 Trillion US Dollar

human rights or environmental standards, the SDG
implementation in facing a huge inherent problem.

0

Annual financing requirements
for SDG implementation in
developing countriers

Estimated total private
assets in tax havens

Estimated financing requirements of SDGs and estimated total
private assets in tax havens
Quellen: http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf,
S. S: xi ), www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/panama/2016-04-12/
taxing-tax-havens

Government’s responsibility
Keeping in mind the universality of the Agenda, this is
particularly important for the countries of the Global
North. With its huge environmental footprint at the
expense of the people of the Global South, great export
surpluses but also increasing inequalities within its own
borders, governments and society in Europe and North

slope continuously repeating the mantra “from billions

America need to be at the forefront of implementing most

to trillions”, as the focus of much need policy-changes

of the SDGs. As most multinational corporations are

gradually shifts to a pledge to secure finance as the only

located in those countries (at least their headquarters and

necessary criteria for the 2030 Agenda implementation.

the vast majority of their profit-making) the need for a

As a matter of fact, one can argue that there is more

change in the business model of those companies will

money then ever: just allocated unevenly. According to a

have a huge impact on the world as a whole. This can only

Tax Justice Network publication in 2012 “at least $21 tril-

be achieved with strong regulation by governments in the

lion of unreported private financial wealth was owned by

interest of the common good. It is for instance clearly not

wealthy individuals via tax havens at the end of 2010.

enough to build up an alternative finance sector, with new

This sum is equivalent to the size of the United States

sustainable financial products, as the chapter on finance

and Japanese economies combined.” This number was

shows. But divestment as well as strict and rigorously

raised to at least $24 trillion to $36 trillion in 2015.29 The

implemented tax policies, including a cut-down on corpo-

Panama Papers alone showed that Panamanian law firm

rate tax evasion, need to be the large part of this equation.

and corporate service provider Mossack Fonseca acted

In order to implement the SDGs, there is a need for a

for about 300,000 companies and had among its clients

substantial change in the paradigms of societies and

five then-heads of state or government leaders from

economies as a whole and it is the duty of governments to

Argentina, Iceland, Saudi Arabia, Ukraine, and the

realize a better world for the common good. After all,

United Arab Emirates as well as government officials,

the SDGs are first and foremost an Agenda of the UN

28

28 — www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/The_Price_of_Offshore_Revisited_Presser_120722.pdf
29 — www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/panama/2016-04-12/taxing-tax-havens
30 — https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panama_Papers
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member states. Business engagement in implementing

••

To implement regulation that gives advantage to sus-

the Agenda might be an important contribution but the

tainable products like incorporating the real prize or

primacy of political governance can not be replaced, nei-

introducing “sustainability balance” labels

ther the monitoring and reporting structures necessary

••

to bring the SDGs to life within the UN member states.

with or opt-out of entirely unsustainable sectors/prod-

Many CSOs have therefore created watch-dog structures
to make sure that governments actually do what they

ucts like tobacco or tar sands.

••

agreed upon in 2015 ‒ nothing less than to transform our
world. This has to include progressive economic policies

To develop transformation strategies how to cope

To introduce regulation on sustainability criteria for
certain product groups like sustainable bonds

••

To secure access to public basic services

both with regulations that keep people and planet save
from exploitation, as well as through the elimination of
structural barriers that prevent sustainable business

Recommendations for businesses

practices to grow.

••

To support the SDG implementation in a way that
their SDG- or CSR strategy and their regular business

Recommendations

model respect and uphold the planetary boundaries
and human rights

In order to implement the SDGs, all actors of society need

••

To therefore not only change to SDG rhetoric and real-

to be on board, the private sector being no exception. It is

ize CSR-like projects but thoroughly assess what the

therefore a good sign that some businesses to some degree

SDGs mean for their core business strategy and e. g.

have already integrated sustainability aspects or even the
SDGs in their business strategies. However, this analysis

their supply chains and adopt the relevant changes

••

also revealed a number of challenges.
The following policy recommendations try to serve

••

as a contribution to the necessary discussion on SDG
implementation and the role of the private sector.

To implement SDG action plans with clear timetables and indicators
To support progressive regulation in order to create a
level playing field vis-à-vis their “laggard” competitors

••

For businesses that operate within the concept of
“Economy for the Common Good”, with a more ethical
economic model, in which the wellbeing of people and

Recommendations for
policy-makers
••

To draw up a comprehensive and binding national
plan for the implementation of the 2030 Agenda with
all goals and indicators giving consideration to
human rights and social, ecological and economic
dimensions.

••

the environment become the ultimate goal of business,
to get engaged in the implementation of the SDGs

Recommendations for
civil society
••

Guarantee accountability, transparency and effec-

progressive and successful implementation of the

tiveness where private finance sources are involved in
the 2030 Agenda

••

••

SDGs

••

Not to rely on voluntary sustainability strategies but
introduce transformative regulation like e.g. due dili-

To push governments and UN institution towards a

To assess partnerships with the private sector concerning its real value for the realization of the SDGs

••

In its watch-dog function to critically assess private

gence along the supply chain in order to hold corpo-

sector involvement in the SDG on their impact on all

rate actors responsible for the environmental and

three dimensions of sustainable development and the

social impact of their actions

level of trade-offs made in corporate SDG investments,

To enact legislation to for fair and effective tax collec-

and consequently apply a strict set of criteria to assess

tion and curtail illicit financial flows in order to raise

and measure corporate SDG-related activities.

the revenue required to finance the public goods and
services that people need
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Case 1, SDG Bonds:
Private finance to the rescue?
By Wolfgang Obenland

How to finance the goals and aspirations of the ‒ then

investment should be the priorities for governments,

envisaged ‒ 2030 Agenda and Paris Agreement was

through strong governance inspired by a democratic par-

among the leading questions behind the Third Interna-

ticipatory process. To serve the purpose of the 2030

tional Conference on Financing for Development (FfD)

Agenda, the contradiction between the need for rights-

in July of 2015 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Its outcome, the

based social inclusion and the current profit-oriented

Addis Ababa Action Agenda (AAAA), contains ideas,

economic model needs to be solved.”32

concepts and policy instruments on how individual

While finance is important, it is only one part in a

states and the international community would be able to

larger discussion to be had. Nevertheless it is an impor-

raise the money needed to create better living conditions

tant part. Numbers on the amount of money needed to

for people in a healthy environment as well as thriving

finance the SDGs have put out in various estimates.33

economies.

Official development assistance (ODA) still remains one
important source of income for many of the poorest

How to finance the SDG?

countries in the world. The other traditional source for
means, of course, is domestic resources raised by
national or sub-national governments (through taxes

The postulated needs for financing sustainable develop-

and fees, for example). While the situation here is

ment in all its dimensions are sustantially greater than

increasingly promising ‒ from 2000 to 2012 countries in

for previous development Agendas like the Millennium

the global South had increased their public finance from

Development Goals (MDGs), partly because the MDGs

around 6 trillion US-Dollars to almost 7.7 trillion per

had been partly blind to environmental and economic

34
year ‒ even those proceeds will fall short of estimated

aspects; but also because different from calculations for

necessary expenditures for sustainable development.

the MDGs, now assumed private investment needs are

Thus, the classic international sources for financing

included. The financial demands of the SDG were prom-

needs are seen as inadequate.

inently highlighted in an influential World Bank report

Already during the Addis Ababa conference, but

setting the tone for the entire FfD debate ever since. In

even more so during the follow-up process on FfD, organ-

From Billions to Trillions ‒ Transforming Development

ized in annual United Nations Economic and Social

Finance authors argued that instead of the already many

Council (ECOSOC) Fora on Financing for Development

billions previously needed for the MDGs, the SDGs

Follow-up, the conclusions drawn by many policy-mak-

would demand many trillions in finance from all poten-

ers, academics and civil society activists,35 were twofold.

tial sources.

(a) Strengthen domestic resource mobilization through

31

This analysis is, however, challenged by CSO experts

enhancing capacities of, inter alia, tax administrations

arguing that while additional finance is certainly needed

and fighting tax evasion and avoidance as well as illicit

or at least helpful, it would remain only one part of the

financial flows, and (b) steer private investments in the

solution. “More fundamental are the policy and regula-

direction of sustainable development. While both conclu-

tory challenges,” explains, for example, Stefano Prato,

sions feature prominently in political debates, no least

Managing Director at Society for International Develop-

during the FfD Forums, the latter is clearly the flavor of

ment. Rosa Pavanelli, General Secretary of Public

the day. The discourse around stronger regulation and

Services International, reasons along the same lines:


public agency has been largely sidelined.

“Policy coherence, regulations, transparency and public

31 — World Bank et al. (2015): From Billions to Trillions: Transforming Development Finance. Washington, D.C. http://siteresources.worldbank.
org/DEVCOMMINT/Documentation/23659446/DC2015-0002(E)FinancingforDevelopment.pdf
32 — www.2030spotlight.org/en/publication/we-dont-need-trillions-achieve-sdgs
33 — See, for example, UNCTAD (2014): World Investment Report 2014 ‒ Investing in the SDGs: An Action Plan. New York/Geneva. [http://
unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2014_en.pdf], p. xxvi.
34 — World Bank et al. (2015), p. 6.
35 — With few exceptions, see, for example, Reflection Group on the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (2017): Reclaiming policies for
the public ‒ Spotlight on Sustainable Development 2017. New York etc. [www.2030spotlight.org]
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Private finance to the rescue?

experts have warned that investments do in fact not just
come as opportunities, but can also pose risks.41 Especially

The AAAA provides a whole range of ideas for what

portfolio investments (e.g. investments in financial prod-

governments could or should do to increase private invest-

ucts rather than the “real economy”) tend to be volatile in

ments while making sure that these investments are long-

nature and can in fact deepen crises ‒ if not drain finance

term and in fact further sustainable development in the

out of countries in the global south altogether.42

full meaning of the concept. Priority ‒ at least in rheto-

But it is not just governments looking into raising

ric ‒ is given to domestic investments, which in general

investments. In fact, a growing part of the business

are more stable, more independent from international

community is seeing the implementation of the SDGs as

shocks, and directed at actually building productive

an outright business opportunity. The Business and

capacities. They are therefore ‒ at least economically ‒

Sustainable Development Commission (BSDC), a two-

more sustainable.

year initiative launched in 2016 with now 37 commis

But it will undoubtedly be necessary to not just tap into

sioners from business, finance, civil society, labor, and

domestic, but make use of internationally available

international organizations, says achieving the SDGs

resources. This is in part sparked by the fact that institu-

could unlock as much as twelve trillion US-Dollars in

tional investors like pension funds alone hold assets to

“market opportunities” in four sectors alone: food and

the staggering amount of around 41.3 trillion US-Dol-

agriculture; cities; energy and materials; and health and

lars,37 not even counting other fund managers like US

well-being.43 That s money to be made, rather than invest-

giant BlackRock that holds assets in the range of 6.3 tril-

ments having to be financed.

36

lion US-Dollars. For the year 2020, auditing company

There are many instruments being discussed as

PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) estimates “funds under

sources for additional finances for development, ranging

management” to amount to more than 100 trillion

from blending official development finance with private

US-Dollars.39 In other words: There is a lot of money

investment, to insurance schemes (like climate risk insur-

around. The problem, though, is long-term investment in

ances), public-private partnerships (particularly for infra-

sustainable development, as the 2018 report of the Inter-

structure investments) and others that largely rely on

Agency Task Force on Financing (IATF) for Develop-

public subsidies for private investments. But there are

ment ‒ the UN body tasked with monitoring the results

also instruments proposed that are “purely” private.

38

of the Addis conference ‒ lays out. One of the greatest
challenges policymakers face in raising resources for sustainable development was how to address excessive

Bonds as the answer?

short-term oriented decision-making. 40
While the IATF report for 2018 outlines practical steps

One instrument discussed not just in the AAAA but also

on what governments could or should do to incentivize

by both private and public actors during its follow-up is

long-term and sustainable investments, civil society

bonds. Bonds are generally being used to finance all

36 — Griffiths, Jesse (2014): The State of Finance for Developing Countries, 2014: An assessment of the scale of all sources of finance available
to developing countries. Brussels. [www.eurodad.org/files/pdf/54f98666925bf.pdf] p. 13.
37 — See Willis Towers Watson (2018): The Global Pension Assets Study 2018. [www.willistowerswatson.com/-/media/WTW/Images/Press/2018/01/
Global-Pension-Asset-Study-2018-Japan.pdf]
38 — See www.blackrock.com/au/individual/about-blackrock.
39 — PwC (2017): Asset Management 2020: Taking Stock. Asset & Wealth Management Insights Special Edition June 2017. [www.pwc.com/gx/
en/asset-management/asset-management-insights/assets/am-insights-june-2017.pdf], p. 3.
40 — IATF (2018): Financing for Development: Progress and Prospects 2018. Report of the Inter-agency Task Force on Financing for Development. Advance unedited version. New York. [https://developmentfinance.un.org/iatf2018], p. 65.
41 — See e.g. Griffiths, Jesse (2018): Financing for Development and the SDGs: An analysis of financial flows, systemic issues and interlinkages.
[http://eurodad.org/files/pdf/1546896-financing-for-development-and-the-sdgs-an-analysis-of-financial-flows-systemic-issues-and-interlinkages--1523955298.pdf], p. 9.
42 — Ibid.
43 — BSDC (2017): Ideas for a Long-Term and Sustainable Financial System. [http://s3.amazonaws.com/aws-bsdc/BSDC_SustainableFinanceSystem.pdf].
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kinds of investments. They are debt instruments issued
by banks or companies with the help of an issuer (usually
another bank). Bonds can then be (but not always are)

155.5 Billions USD.
Distribution of
green bonds

21,400 Billions USD.
Total distribution
bond market

traded. They differ from shares in that they constitute no
(partial) ownership, but rather the right to interests (at
fixed rates or bound to an index) as well as their repayment. The default risk of a bond is usually determined by
the credit worthiness of the issuer or its credit rating. The
better the rating, the smaller the risk, the smaller the rate
of return. Usually, investors would not know what the
money raised through bonds is being used for.
Two rather recent additions to the bond portfolio are
different in that way. Green bonds are issued to finance
climate and environmental protection. SDG bonds aim
at financing projects concerning various sustainability

Green Bonds’ share of the bond market 2017
Quellen: Climate Bonds Initiative (2018): Green Bond Highlights 2017.
www.climatebonds.net/files/reports/cbi-green-bonds-highlights-2017.
pdf, Zahlen für 2016; Securities Industry and Financial Markets
Association (2017): 2017 Fact Book. New York, S.4. www.sifma.org/
wp-content/uploads/2016/10/US-Fact-Book-2017-SIFMA.pdf

goals. These types of bonds are of interest, inter alia,
because they could ‒ given the credit worthiness of the
issuer ‒ serve as an intermediary between institutional

private investments. Since 2014 at the latest, more and

investors and projects in urgent need of finance. If, for

more private issuers have joined, with green bonds being

example, a bond is issued by a public bank (like the World

issued by companies like Toyota, Unilever, Apple, or Star-

Bank) or large financial institution, their credit worthi-

bucks to raise funds for new investments in more sustain-

ness (as well as the security for the investor) is usually

able business practices.45 Green bonds generally work like

much higher than that of a commercial issuer since it is

any other bond, the only difference being that issuers

secured by public money or size. This enables better

commit to use the proceeds for environmentally and cli-

interest rates than direct borrowing.

mate friendly investments by the issuer or others for
which the proceeds of the bonds will be provided as cred-

Saving the environment with
green bonds

its. This constitutes a clear earmarking for environmental and climate protection.
So far, there seems no economic advantage in issuing
green bonds. While demand seems high, interest rates

First green bonds were issued already in 2007 by the

have remained at usual market levels. For issuers, other

European Investment Bank in order to finance the cli-

factors like a reputational gain seem more important.

mate goals of the European Union (EU). In following

However, green bonds may be able to attract investors

years, notably development banks like the World Bank or

determined in investing in ecologically sound projects

the German Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW)

that so far have stayed away from bonds.

issued green bonds, which have since raised more the 380

The UN Development Programme (UNDP) gives

billion US-Dollars (by the end of 2017).44 However short

some case studies of green bonds that illustrate the varie-

of overall financing needs these may fall ‒ and consider-

ties of their use as well as potential problems.46 Examples

ing they constitute only 2 percent of all bonds being

given range from sub-national government entities hav-

issued ‒ they are a potential addition to public and

ing issued bonds to finance sustainable projects of their

44 — SEB Group (2017): The Green Bond 4Q 2017 (2). Stockholm. [https://sebgroup.com/siteassets/large_corporates_and_institutions/our_services/
markets/fixed_income/green_bonds/seb_the_green_bond_december_2017.pdf].
45 — Schneeweiß, Antje (2016): Green bonds ‒ What is inside the black box with the green label? Green bonds ‒ a new way to finance environmental protection and development? Bonn, p. 8. [https://suedwind-institut.de/files/Suedwind/Publikationen/2016/2016-18%20Green%20
Bonds%20%20-%20What%20is%20inside%20the%20black%20box%20with%20the%20green%20label.pdf]
46 — See www.undp.org/content/sdfinance/en/home/solutions/green-bonds/. The site also gives a more technical description of various types
of green bonds and analyses risks and opportunities.
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Examples for Green Bonds and how they are used
The French regional government of Île de France
raised 950 million Euros through two bonds (one in
2012, one in 2014) to finance an eclectic mix of green
investments. They are calling this a Green & Sustainability Bond. Proceeds of the bond will be used for a
broad array of investments including the construction
and renovation of buildings such as high schools and
public transport, renewable energy projects, purchase
of green space and creation of “ecological corridors”.47
The Climate Bonds Initiative, however, sees room for
improvement, for example in the specification of
48
building level efficiency.
The city of Johannesburg issued Africa’s first municipal green bond in 2014 to the amount of 1.46 billion
Rand. The proceeds of the bond will be used to finance
emissions-reducing projects, including for the development of biogas energy, solar power, and sustainable
transportation. Standard Bank Group has acted as
co-arranger on this green bond.49
The World Bank manages a large portfolio of green
bonds (100 plus), mostly in middle-income countries.
The Group has issued more than 10 billion US-Dollars
in green bonds, for which currently (mid 2017) 91 projects were eligible. The World Bank reports on the
impact of those projects in annual reports showing
achievements according to certain specific indicators,
like energy being saved or generated.50

own (or with the help of issuers), to development banks
raising money to finance third party projects, to privately
owned corporations issuing bonds to finance their busi-

Engie (formerly GDF Suez), the French utility company, is one of the world’s largest corporate issuers of
green bonds. By 2017, all bonds issued by Engie
totaled more than 5 billion US-Dollars. “The proceeds
of this bond”, Engie says, “will be used to finance the
Group’s growth in renewable energy or energy efficiency projects. Furthermore it will be used in natural
resources preservation projects, as well as R&D investments in those areas and equity participations in projects of the social impact ENGIE fund ‘Rassembleurs
d’Energies’.”51 This example shows one of the “most
notable controversies in the green bond market.”52 A
previous 2.5 billion Euro bond by Engie in 2014 was
the largest corporate bond issued at the time. Among
the projects it financed was the Jirau Dam in Brazil.
Ryan Brightwell of BankTrack comments: “This massive, already-completed hydropower project has contributed, together with another dam on the same river,
to the flooding of 362 square kilometres of rainforest,
as well as being associated with labour rights violations, adverse impacts on indigenous communities
and destruction of habitat. After strong community
resistance against the dam over many years, supported by campaigns by International Rivers, Amazon Watch and Survival International among others,
Engie putting green-bond finance into this project
was rubbing salt in the wound.”53

Voluntary self-regulation
schemes for green bonds

ness activities in, e.g. renewable energy (for a set of exam-

Green bonds do provide an opportunity for investors

ples, that show the variety of green bonds, see Box).

eager to invest in sustainable projects ‒ however vaguely

47 — For more on these corridors, see www.sicirec.org/definitions/corridors.
48 — See www.climatebonds.net/2014/05/%C3%AEle-de-france-issues-eur600m-830m-12yr-aa-green-muni-they-had-so-many-orders-one-hour,
also for more information on the bond.
49 — For more, see https://kurzlink.de/joburg_green_bond.
50 — See World Bank (2017): Green Bond Impact Report 2017. Washington, D.C. [http://treasury.worldbank.org/cmd/pdf/WorldBankGreenBondImpactReport.pdf]
51 — See www.engie.com/en/journalists/press-releases/engie-bonds-of-which-green-bond/.
52 — See Brightwell, Ryan (2016): How green are green bonds? London: UNA-UK. [www.climate2020.org.uk/green-green-bonds/]
53 — Ibid.
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In March 2017, the World Bank opened the way for investors to directly participate in the fulfillment of the SDGs: SDG Bonds,
Their rate is linked to the performance of companies listed in the Solactive Sustainable Development Goals World Index.

defined ‒ rather than traditional ones. However, so far

and wastewater management, climate change adapta-

there are no clear regulations or definitions for what con-

tion, circular economy adapted products.55

stitutes a green bond. Voluntary international standards

While the GBPs certainly provide an important

aim at creating market transparency and increasing trust

framework for investors and bond issuers, they remain

in the green bond market. The most important standard

rather vague and ‒ most importantly ‒ voluntary. To

is the Green Bond Principles (GBPs), developed and sup-

ensure that investments are indeed “green”, issuers

ported by the International Capital Market Association

are increasingly asking for second party opinions. How-

(ICMA). The GBPs recommend criteria for the design of

ever, there are also no standards for those opinions. Nev-

green bonds. It includes rules on what proceeds can be

ertheless, the earmarking of funds allows for a better and

used for the way projects are being chosen, the govern-

in-depth view into what the proceeds from bonds are

ance of capital raised and reporting as well as external

being invested in. It remains for investors to determine

certification (or second opinion provision) by sustaina-

whether this corresponds to their views on what consti-

bility rating agency like Sustainalytics or Oekom.

tutes a “green” investment.

54

The list of potential projects named in the GBPs

Despite all these weaknesses, the market for green

intends to be indicative and capturing the most com-

bonds has grown in absolute terms. In 2017, the global

monly used types of projects supported or expected to

volume of issues was around 155.5 billion US-Dollars,56

being supported by green bonds. It includes amongst

more than three times the amount in 2015 ‒ and already

others renewable energy, pollution prevention, terrestrial

surpassing global ODA.57 Analysts expect this trend to

and aquatic biodiversity conservation, sustainable water

continue with large investors coming into the market.

54 — ICMA (2017): The Green Bond Principles 2017. Paris. [www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Regulatory/Green-Bonds/GreenBondsBrochure-JUNE2017.pdf]
55 — Ibid., p. 3.
56 — Climate Bonds Initiative (2018): Green Bond Highlights 2017. www.climatebonds.net/files/reports/cbi-green-bonds-highlights-2017.pdf
57 — SEB Group (2017).
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New bond on the block:
SDG Bonds

infrastructure, affordable housing and reducing vulnerability to climate change.64
The framework also excludes certain sectors, among

In March of 2017, the World Bank opened yet another way

them nuclear power generation, weapons, alcohol, gam-

for investors to directly participate in the fulfillment of

bling/adult entertainment, and palm oil. Furthermore, it

the SDGs: SDG Bonds. The rate of return of these bonds

expresses rules for reporting on the allocation and impact

‒ or equity-index linked bonds58 to be more precise ‒ is not

of the investment, for example the number of hospitals

fixed, but linked to the performance of companies listed

being built or upgraded.65

in the Solactive Sustainable Development Goals World
Index.59 Their worth is therefore not determined by the
credit rating of the issuer, but by the price of shares for
certain companies. The index lists 50 companies that
“dedicate at least one fifth of their activities to sustainable

Issues in private finance for
sustainable development

products, or are recognized leaders in their industries on

To be able to judge the effectiveness, efficiency and rele-

The

vance of green bonds overall is currently more or less

bonds were arranged by French bank BNP Paribas and

impossible. Useful overviews exist only for certain issu-

are intended to support the financing of projects support-

ers, while the number of a great variety of bonds is still

ing the SDGs. The bonds have so far raised 163 million

growing. The situation for SDG bonds is even more diffi-

Euros from institutional investors in Europe.

cult, since the first ones were only issued in 2017. Reports

socially and environmentally sustainable issues”.

60

This was soon followed by private issuers. In Novem-

on their use and impact will likely be published only in

ber of 2017, British bank HSBC issued bonds in the value

2019. However, it is possible to say something about the

of one billion US-Dollars “used to offer broad social, eco-

direction sustainable development finance is taking of

nomic and environmental benefits as aligned to seven

which bonds are just one expression.

selected UN SDG targets” maturing in 2023 and accord-

Even though the mentioned ‘innovative’ instruments

ing to HSBC were three times oversubscribed at the time

are rather young and relatively small in size, they cer-

of issuing.

tainly have a role to play, and if it’s a small one. If the

61

What the proceeds of the HSBC SDG bonds will

SDGs or the outcomes of the Paris Agreement do have a

be used for is laid down in the HSBC Sustainable Devel-

chance of being realized, this will rely on businesses

opment Goal (SDG) Bond Framework62 which is “in

changing behavior ‒ and quickly. It will not be enough to

alignment with the 2017 Green Bond Principles and 2017

garnish largely unsustainable business practices by some

Social Bonds Principles and the Sustainability Bond

additional environmentally sound initiatives. The best

Guidelines” developed by the ICMA (see above). More

renewable energy project will not balance out coal pow-

importantly, HSBC has developed an assessment of what

ered electricity production.

63

kind of project or business will be eligible for lending

It is important to emphasize now and again that sus-

from the proceeds of the SDG bonds. Amongst them are

tainable business practices are not a matter of diversify-

projects for healthcare, education, and access to safe and

ing, but of replacing unsustainable ones. In this regard,

affordable drinking water, renewable energy, sustainable

green or other bonds must not be just another playground

58 — An equity-linked bond differs from a standard fixed-income bond in that the final payout is based on the return of the underlying equity, which
can be a single stock, basket of stocks, or an equity index. Most equity-linked bonds are not traded and are designed to be kept to maturity.
59 — www.solactive.com/de/?s=development&index=DE000SLA2M49
60 — http://treasury.worldbank.org/cmd/htm/World-Bank-Launches-Financial-Instrument-to-Expand-Funding-for-Sustainable-Development.
html
61 — www.hsbc.com/news-and-insight/media-resources/media-releases/2017/hsbc-issues-worlds-first-corporate-sustainable-development
62 — HSBC (2017).
63 — For more, See www.icmagroup.org/green-social-and-sustainability-bonds/social-bond-principles-sbp/ and www.icmagroup.org/green-social-and-sustainability-bonds/sustainability-bond-guidelines-sbg/.
64 — HSBC (2017).
65 — Fore more, See www.facing-finance.org/de/publications/dirty-profits/dirty-profits-5/
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for businesses. If green or SDGs bonds can help in that

bond standards that could serve as basis for internation-

direction at all, that could be welcomed. One first, yet

ally agreed and publicly overseen rules:

small, step in this direction are principles for their issuance and use. But this is far from sufficient. German CSO
Südwind Institut, experts in matters of sustainable

1. “Green bond standards should cover and address all
critical environmental challenges.

finance, has raised at least four issues with green bonds

2. They should focus on achieving verifiable ‘actual’

that will have to be addressed if the bonds ever live up to

instead of ‘promised’ or ‘pledged’ environmental ben-

their full potential:

66

The first issue is transparency: Green bonds are a
useful first step into the direction of greater transparency
in the bond market in general. They earmark their proceeds to actual projects. External oversight over the

efits.
3. They should be science-based, long-term-oriented
and resilient.
4. They should apply a sector-by-sector approach to
determine what is green.

actual use of funds during the full time until maturity as

5. The burden of proof lies with the issuer: in sectors

well as full transparency of financed projects would be

where certification schemes are currently not yet

even better. Here is room for improvement.

available, standardized disclosure is needed to

Another aspect is the use of proceeds from these

demonstrate actual environmental benefits.

kinds of bonds: The categories listed in the GBPs are still

6. Green bond standards should include independent

too vague. Südwind Institut fears that, for example, the

third-party assurance and accreditation as an essen-

financing of “renewable energy” could encompass large-

tial element to enhance credibility.

scale hydroelectric dams with questionable social and
sustainability impacts.

7. Existing environmental standards can provide shortcuts and help close the existing gaps.”

67

Lastly, the question of who issues bonds should not
be ignored. Some green bonds are issued by rather unsus-

This indeed should be the bare minimum. This

tainable corporations like Electricité de France, which

indeed should be the bare minimum. In fact, the SDGs

runs several nuclear power installations, or the Agricul-

are not just about environmental issues, but cover other

tural Bank of China, one of the largest investors in coal.

aspects that need to be taken into account. This includes,

Even if all proceeds from green bonds would go into

inter alia, prominent human rights issues like the rights

actual renewable energy, investors should make sure they

to water or nutrition. Indeed, a human rights based

are not supporting actors gaining more maneuvering

approach to the formulation of rules and regulations for

capacity through green bonds.

Green or SDG-Bonds could give much insight into the
complexities of the issue.68 If private issuers are in fact

Much needed regulation for SDG
and green bonds

allowed to use a public brand like the SDGs at all. Even
though, for example, the criteria in HSBC’s SDG Bond
Framework seem very elaborate and are strict in that they
define exclusion criteria or sectors, it will remain to be

The same arguments are equally true for SDG bonds. A

seen which projects are finally financed. Only then can

worthwhile answer to these criticisms should come in the

critical investors be certain that by buying SDG bonds

form public regulation on what constitutes a green or an

they are indeed furthering the SDGs in general.

SDG bond, what criteria should be applied and how pub-

Again, the question of the issuer is of importance.

lic oversight can be secured. WWF France argues along a

HSBC, while maybe deserving praise for their SDG Bonds,

similar line and expresses seven demands towards green

has been shown in the past to not always having an exemplary business conduct. The International Consortium of

66 — See Schneeweiß (2016), p. 31ff.
67 — WWF France (2016): Green bonds must keep the green promise! Paris. [www.wwf.org.uk/updates/green-bonds-must-keep-green-promise].
68 — See, for example, The Danish Institute for Human Rights (2018): Human Rights and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development –
Lessons Learned and Next Steps. Copenhagen. www.humanrights.dk/sites/humanrights.dk/files/media/dokumenter/udgivelser/sdg/hr_
and_2030_agenda-web_2018.pdf
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Investigative Journalists, for example, alleges that the

Sustainability, fourthly, will not be achieved by just

bank profited from doing business with corrupt politi-

more economic growth. This, however, seems to be the

cians, dictators, tax evaders, dealers of blood diamonds,

underlying narrative of the various bonds initiatives.

arms dealers and other clients. Investors would be hard

Only if humanity stays within planetary boundaries as a

pressed to ignore this when buying into SDG investments

whole, will all this have made a difference. To that end,

of HBCB. As should an organization like the UN be when

unsustainable economic growth will not just have to be

‘allowing’ corporations to use its name or product for the

complemented with a set of sustainable investments, but

promotion of their corporate goals.

will have to be replaced.

69

Fifth, it is urgently needed to have an analysis of pos-

Are bonds really the solution?

sible trade-offs and unintended consequences of the shift
towards “innovative” development finance of which green
or SDG bonds are just one part. This relates as much to

There are voices that even question the overall usefulness

the problem of increasing indebtedness as to potential

of the approach, like Chee Yoke Ling, director of pro-

effects this approach may have on corporate concentra-

grammes at Third World Network: “The rates of return

tion and inequalities of wealth and income. A market

promised on some of the proposed ‘innovative’ financing

based approach to FfD ‒ of which these bonds are but

mechanisms just don’t make any sense. In fact, rather

one expression ‒ does intrinsically build on high levels of

than showing sensible ways of tapping into much needed

financial concentration and in fact could contribute to

long-term financing instruments, the suggested ‘bun-

even strengthening it. Furthermore, this approach

dling’ of risky loans into AAA packages to be sold to pen-

advances a trend towards financialization that at the very

sion funds reminds me of practices that are proven to

least needs to be considered as just one element in overall

have led us into the latest global financial crisis.”

financing and investment strategies when weighing up

70

Bonds, secondly, are a special form of debt. While at

the pros and cons of bonds.

first glance, the issuer and its credit worthiness deter-

Lastly, while investments into sustainable sectors,

mine the rate of return, their proceeds will only in the rar-

activities and possibly fiscal incentives in order to pro-

est of cases be given away below market value. So the pro-

mote sustainability in general or the SDGs in particular

jects they are investing in will likely add to the rising lev-

may seem to be steps into the right direction, they must

els of debt, particularly in countries in the global South.

not serve as distractions from the fact that investments in

Thirdly, sustainability or even “green” investment is

unsustainable production patterns need to be dis-incen-

a very difficult thing to do ‒ they can never be considered

tivized at the same time. Environmentally harmful subsi-

in isolation. This is highlighted not least by the inte-

dies, for example, need to be phased out as soon as possi-

grated nature of the 2030 Agenda that is full of interde-

ble. Money saved that way should be used to put societies

pendencies and interconnections ‒ but also contradic-

and economies on sustainable pathways rather than

tions. While investment in infrastructure, for example,

retain old and harmful patterns. At the same time, this

may be economically sound, it could cause environmen-

illustrates that in many occasions sustainable develop-

tal or even social risks (e.g. roads might increase CO2

ment does not cost money, but rather would help save it.

emissions and air pollution known to harm especially
poorer sectors of societies; or associated resettlements
might violate basic human rights standards.). The magnitude of a task to develop a truly encompassing set of
categories for sustainable investment is shown in the criteria Brot für die Welt and Südwind Institut have developed for the FairWorldFonds, an investment fund aimed
at supporting sustainable development.

69 — www.icij.org/project/swiss-leaks
70 — www.2030spotlight.org/en/publication/we-dont-need-trillions-achieve-sdgs
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Case 2, Tobacco industry:
Truly transformed or using SDGs as a
smokescreen for old strategies?
By Laura Graen

While many different business and industry sectors have

health. Interestingly, tobacco corporations belong to the

its role to play in the implementation of the SDGs, the con-

early adopters of SDG rhetoric. This chapter will demon-

sumer goods sector is quite an interesting one to look at.

strate how the tobacco industry uses the SDGs in a broad

With SDG 12, policies for more sustainable consumption

strategy to circumvent regulation. This way, the example

and production patterns are reflected in the 2030 Agenda

of tobacco companies is a cautionary tale that shows the

with its own specific goal and targets. The change of con-

limitations of corporate engagement in the SDGs and the

sumption patterns is one of the main issues governments

need for governments, international institutions as well

focus on when it comes to the realization of the SDGs. This

as civil society to protect the SDG process from undue

is due to its global and transnational business character, its

corporate influence.

close relation to society, and potential for great controversies when it comes to regulation of particular products,
and the potentially great positive impact this might have.
Not only policy-makers but also businesses see an
increased relevance in the SDGs. Because of climate

Tobacco ‒ a burden on
sustainable development

change, poverty or working conditions, the goals have

Mentioned explicitly in SDG 3, the regulation of the

become relevant for the whole consumer goods sector,

tobacco industry is part of the 2030 Agenda. For good

and many companies engage in them with projects or by

reason, considering the fact that more than 7 million peo-

adapting their business strategies. The 2016 SDG Indus-

ple die each year as a result of addictive tobacco prod-

try Matrix published by the UN Global Compact (UNGC)

ucts.73 Tobacco related diseases are the leading preventa-

and the audit firm KPMG showcases examples ranging

ble cause of death from non-communicable diseases

from charity projects over enhanced consumer engage-

(NCDs). Cutting global tobacco prevalence would there-

ment and workplace improvements to technological

fore significantly contribute to the goal of one third

innovations and adjusted marketing strategies. These

reduction of premature mortality caused by NCDs, as

include among others Cargill selling edible oil brands for-

stipulated in SDG 3.4.

71

tified with vitamins that are supposed to help combat

The WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Con-

malnourishment in India (SDG 2); Colgate-Palmolive

trol (WHO FCTC), whose implementation is demanded

making its products available in less developed areas and

by SDG 3.a, came into force in 2005 and to date was rati-

at more affordable prices to the poor (SDG 10); Coca-

fied or acceded by 180 countries and the European Union

Cola investing in water projects (SDG 6); and several

(EU)74, covering about 90% of the global population. It

companies organizing school projects (SDG 4).72 All of

contains measures such as tobacco taxation, protection

these business initiatives raise the question where desira-

from exposure to second-hand smoke, packaging and

ble contributions end and marketing efforts or strategies

labelling provisions, tobacco dependence treatment as

to avoid government regulation begin.

well as a ban on tobacco advertising. The treaty also pro-

Looking closely, alcohol and tobacco are in fact the

motes alternative livelihoods for tobacco growers.

only consumer products explicitly mentioned in the

Internal industry documents show that tobacco cor-

SDGs. This is mainly because of their toll on public

porations have known for decades that they are selling a

71 — K
 PMG also has links to the tobacco industry, e.g. helping British American Tobacco (BAT) rebrand as a “responsible company within a
controversial industry” and conducting studies on illicit cigarettes that are used by their clients ‒ the companies http://tobaccotactics.org/
index.php?title=BAT, BAT, http://tobaccotactics.org/index.php?title=Imperial_Tobacco, Imperial Tobacco, http://tobaccotactics.org/index.
php?title=Japan_Tobacco_International, Japan Tobacco International and Philip Morris International ‒ to counter tobacco control policymaking (http://tobaccotactics.org/index.php?title=KPMG).
72 — United Nations Global Compact and KPMG, SDG Industry Matrix: Food, Beverage and Consumer Goods, 2016, 19, 24f, 29, 34, www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/development/SDGMatrix-ConsumerGoods.pdf.
73 — World Health Organization, WHO Report on the Global Tobacco Epidemic, 2017: Monitoring Tobacco Use and Prevention Policies (Geneva,
Switzerland, 2017), 24, http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/255874/1/9789241512824-eng.pdf ?ua=1.
74 — World Health Organization, “Parties to the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control,” WHO, 2018, www.who.int/fctc/cop/en/.
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product that kills when used as intended, while reassuring governments and the public about the safety of cigarettes.75 Contrary to the companies’ claims to only market
tobacco to adults who already smoke,76 in its need for
“replacement smokers”77 the industry targets children
and youth with advertising campaigns, because people
who have not started to smoke at age 18 are unlikely to
ever do so.78 For decades, tobacco companies have undermined the tobacco control efforts of the WHO and governments worldwide, using manipulated science, overt
and subvert lobbying, front groups, Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) projects, as well as threats and legal
action in national courts or investor-state dispute settle79
ment tribunals. Learning from the experience that the

tobacco industry makes huge efforts to delay or water
down regulation, the FCTC includes a provision that
restricts the interaction between industry actors and public institutions to the amount strictly necessary for regulation and condemns CSR projects and partnerships
with the tobacco industry (Art. 5.3).80

A ban on tobacco advertising is one ot the measures the
WHO FCTC, whose implementation is demanded by SDG
3.a. It came into force in 2005, until to date it was ratified or
acceded by 180 countries and the European Union.

Much more than a health issue
Tobacco control is relevant for the achievement of sustainable development far beyond public health (SDG 3):

addiction and diseases that in turn can impact income

Across the world, socially and economically disadvan-

and increase poverty (SDG 1).81 Tobacco addiction

taged groups are more likely to start smoking, leading to

increases household expenditures, reducing resources

75 — K. M. Cummings, C. P. Morley, and A. Hyland, “Failed Promises of the Cigarette Industry and Its Effect on Consumer Misperceptions
about the Health Risks of Smoking,” Tobacco Control 11, no. suppl 1 (March 1, 2002): i110–17, https://doi.org/10.1136/tc.11.suppl_1.i110.
76 — Japan Tobacco International, Code of Conduct 2014. Revised April 2017, 2017, 33, www.jti.com/sites/default/files/Code_of_Conduct_May17_HR.pdf;
Philip Morris International, Sustainability Report: Communication on Progress 2016, United Nations Global Compact (Lausanne, Switzerland,
2017), 70, www.pmi.com/resources/docs/default-source/pmi-sustainability/pmi_sustainability_report_2016.pdf; British American Tobacco,
International Marketing Principles, 2015, 3, http://bat.com/group/sites/uk__9d9kcy.nsf/vwPagesWebLive/DO9EAMHQ/$FILE/medMD9ZXJ29.
pdf; Imperial Brands, “Our Code of Conduct,” February 17, 2016, 29, www.imperialbrandsplc.com/content/dam/imperial-brands/corporate/
responsibility/code-of-conduct/160217_code_of_conduct_english.pdf.
77 — R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and Diane S. Burrows, “Strategic Research Report. Younger Adult Smokers: Strategies and Opportunities,” February 29, 1984, 2, 7, Appendix B, www.industrydocumentslibrary.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ptpj0100.
78 — U.S. Department of Health and Human Services et al., Preventing Tobacco Use Among Youth and Young Adults: A Report of the Surgeon
General, 2012; ACTbr et al., You’re the Target: New Global Marlboro Campaign Found to Target Teens, 2014, www.tobaccofreekids.org/
yourethetarget.
79 — C ommittee of Experts on Tobacco Industry Documents, “Tobacco Company Strategies to Undermine Tobacco Control Activities at the
World Health Organization. Report of the Committee of Experts on Tobacco Industry Documents,” July 1, 2000, www.who.int/tobacco/
en/who_inquiry.pdf; Anna B. Gilmore et al., “Exposing and Addressing Tobacco Industry Conduct in Low-Income and Middle-Income
Countries,” The Lancet 385, no. 9972 (March 14, 2015): 1029–43, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(15)60312-9.
80 — World Health Organization, “Guidelines for Implementation of Article 5.3 of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control on
the Protection of Public Health Policies with Respect to Tobacco Control from Commercial and Other Vested Interests of the Tobacco
Industry,” 2008, www.who.int/fctc/guidelines/article_5_3.pdf ?ua=1.
81 — Michael Eriksen et al., The Tobacco Atlas, 5th ed. (Atlanta, Georgia, USA: American Cancer Society, 2015), 24, http://3pk43x313ggr4cy0lh3tctjh.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/TA5_2015_WEB.pdf.
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available for purposes such as food (SDG 2) and educa-

with poverty, food insecurity as well as deforestation and

tion (SDG 4). It is estimated that in India alone, an addi-

other environmental damage (SDGs 1, 2, 6, 12 and 15).85

tional 15 million people fall below the poverty line once

Tobacco consumption costs the world more than

the effects of tobacco consumption within the family are

US$1.4 trillion (1.8% of the global Gross Domestic Prod-

In low- and middle-income coun-

uct/GDP) in healthcare expenditures and productivity

tries, only 8% of women smoke compared to 49% of men.

losses each year, an enormous waste of resources given

This can worsen gender inequality when household

the funding gap that needs to be filled to achieve the

income is spent on tobacco instead of the needs of

SDGs.86 At the same time, one of the most effective meas-

women and children (SDG 5). Workplace second-hand

ures to reduce smoking prevalence ‒ increasing tobacco

smoke exposure causes 433,000 deaths each year globally,

taxes ‒ is an important, yet mostly untapped domestic

accounting for almost 20% of deaths caused by occupa-

resource for funding development (SDG 17.1). According

tional diseases and injuries and hampering the achieve-

to a study by Goodchild et al, a worldwide average 80%

ment of decent working conditions (SDG 8).83 Addition-

tobacco tax increase would generate income to the

ally, tobacco growing is shaped by intensive use of chem-

amount of US$141 billion annually and decrease preva-

ical inputs and smallholder farmers often lack appropri-

lence significantly, saving 15 million lives. Low- and mid-

ate protective clothing. Occupational injuries like

dle-income countries would benefit the most because

poisonings with agrochemicals are prevalent (SDGs 8,

public revenue from tobacco taxation there would rise

3.9). The tobacco plant itself contains the neurotoxin nic-

87
between 50 and 68%. The Addis Ababa Action Agenda

otine that causes an acute poisoning known as Green

of the Third International Conference on Financing for

Tobacco Sickness (GTS) when absorbed through the

Development recognized tobacco taxation and the WHO

skin. It leads amongst others to dizziness, nausea, diar-

FCTC as important development measures.88

taken into account.

82

rhoea and muscle weakness. Severe cases need emer-

Additionally, various human rights bodies and trea-

gency care in hospital. In this context, the widespread

ties have recognized the importance of implementing the

child labour in tobacco growing is particularly alarming

FCTC, such as the UN Human Rights Council, the UN

and an obstacle to achieving SDGs 8.7 and 4. Children

Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the UN

are working in the fields in virtually all top tobacco grow-

Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination

ing countries, including Brazil, Indonesia, Malawi,

Against Women (CEDAW).89 The UN Guiding Principles

Tobacco farming goes along

on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) have also been

Argentina and the USA.

84

82 — Rijo M. John et al., “Counting 15 Million More Poor in India, Thanks to Tobacco,” Tobacco Control, no. 20 (2011): 349–52.
83 — Laura Graen, Tobacco | Decent Work: How Tobacco Control Contributes to Achieving Sustainable Development Goal 8 (Berlin, Germany:
Unfairtobacco/Berlin Working Group on Environment and Development, 2017), www.unfairtobacco.org/sdg-facts04.
84 — Graen.
85 — S onja von Eichborn and Marie-Luise Abshagen, Tobacco: Antisocial, Unfair, Harmful to the Environment: Tobacco Production and
Consumption as an Example of the Complexity of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), ed. German NGO Forum on Environment
and Development, Unfairtobacco, and Brot für die Welt (Berlin, Germany, 2015), 12, 19, www.unfairtobacco.org/en/tobacco-antisocial-unfair/; World Health Organization, Tobacco and Its Environmental Impact: An Overview, 2017, http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/2
55574/1/9789241512497-eng.pdf.
86 — Mark Goodchild, Nigar Nargis, and Edouard Tursan d’Espaignet, “Global Economic Cost of Smoking-Attributable Diseases,” Tobacco
Control 27, no. 1 (January 1, 2018): 58–64, https://doi.org/10.1136/tobaccocontrol-2016-053305.
87 — Mark Goodchild, Anne-Marie Perucic, and Nigar Nargis, “Modelling the Impact of Raising Tobacco Taxes on Public Health and Finance,”
Bulletin of the World Health Organization 94, no. 4 (April 1, 2016): 250–57, https://doi.org/10.2471/BLT.15.164707.
88 — United Nations, “Addis Ababa Action Agenda of the Third International Conference on Financing for Development (Addis Ababa Action
Agenda),” July 27, 2015, 10, 23, www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/69/313.
89 — Human Rights Council, “Resolution 6/29. Right of Everyone to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental
Health,” 2007; UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), “General Comment No. 15 (2013) on the Right of the Child to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Health (Art. 24),” 2013, www.refworld.org/docid/51ef9e134.html; UN Committee on the
Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), “Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women: Argentina,” August 16, 2010, www.refworld.org/pdfid/52dd033e4.pdf.
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A small boy helps his parents farm tobacco in Dofu, an area in northern Malawi which has been hit hard by drought and
hunger. Children are working in the fields in virtually all top tobacco growing countries, including Brazil, Indonesia, Malawi,
Argentina and the USA.

interpreted as irreconcilable with the production and

companies that control most of the market outside of

marketing of tobacco

China. These are Philip Morris International (PMI,

90

14.6% global market share), British American Tobacco

Tobacco industry engagement in
the SDGs

(BAT, 10.7%), Japan Tobacco International (JTI, 8.9%)
and Imperial Brands (4.7%).92
On a rhetorical level, all four multinational tobacco
companies support the SDGs. Imperial Brands mentions

The tobacco world market is controlled by four transna-

them in its 2017 annual report to investors, announcing a

tional cigarette companies and the Chinese state monop-

review of the company’s CSR programs in view of the

oly China National Tobacco Corporation (CNTC) that

SDGs.93 BAT’s Chief Executive Officer Nicandro Durante

has a global market share of more than 44% but sells only

sees “a clear alignment between the SDGs and our own

in China. Together, they have a market share of more

sustainability priorities” and the company’s sustainabil-

than 80%.91 Information about CNTC is very limited, so

ity report several times mentions specific SDGs such as

this study focuses on the four transnational tobacco

poverty, gender equality, clean water, decent work and

90 — Danish Institute for Human Rights, “Press Release: Human Rights Assessment in Philip Morris International (Updated),” The Danish
Institute for Human Rights, May 11, 2017, www.humanrights.dk/news/human-rights-assessment-philip-morris-international.
91 — Statista, “Global Cigarette Market Share by Company 2016,” Statista, 2018, www.statista.com/statistics/279873/global-cigarette-marketshare-by-group/.
92 — Statista.
93 — Imperial Brands, Annual Report and Accounts 2017, 2017, 29.
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within
the post-2015
a pure
health
topic,
because
Tobacco in
the Agenda
2030 isagenda
not justisanot
health
issue,
because
tobacco
consumption and production also
hinderalso
sustainable
development.
of tobacco
impede sustainable
development.
10.1 Achieve income growth of the
bottom 40% of the population

10.2 Empower social, economic and
political inclusion of all

6.1 Achieve universal access to safe drinking water

10.3 Ensure equal opportunities

3.8 Achieve universal health coverage

10.b Encourage ODA

2.a Increase investment in
rural infrastructure

11.1 Ensure housing for all

2.5 Maintain genetic diversity

Dignity

2.2 End malnutrition
worldwide

Poverty (goal 1)
Inequality (goal 10)

2.1 End hunger worldwide

12.2 Achieve sustainable management
of natural resources
12.7 Promote sustainable public
procurement practices
17.6 Enhance north-south, south-south,
trianglular cooperation

1.2 Reduce poverty by half
1.1 Eradicate
extreme poverty
3.d Strengthen capacities for
management of health risks

TOBACCO
2.3 Double agricultural
productivity and
incomes of
small-scale food
producers

3.a Strengthen implementation
of Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control (FCTC)

2.4 Ensure
sustainable food
production

Prosperity

10.4 Adopt fiscal, wage,
and social policies

8.7 Eliminate exploitative child labour

Transformative economy (goal 8)
8.8 Protect labour rights

Justice

Peace, justice, strong institutions
(goal 16)
16.2 End violence against children
16.3 Promote the rule
of law
16.4 Combat organised crime
16.6 Develop transparent institutions
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4.2 Ensure early childhood development for girls and boys

4.5 Eliminate gender disparities in education
4.a Build and upgrade education facilities

4.1 Ensure education for girls and boys

5.1 End discrimination against women and girls

3.7 Ensure reproductive health care
3.4 Reduce premature
mortality from NCDs
3.2 End preventable deaths of
under-five children

5.2 End violence against women and girls

People

5.4 Recognize unpaid care and domestic work

Health (goal 3)
Education (goal 4)
Gender equality (goal 5)

5.a Undertake reforms for equal
rights to economic resources
5.c Adopt legislation for gender equality
12.1 Implement 10-Year Framework
of Programmes on Sustainable
Consumption and Production

12.8 raise awareness for sustainable development

6.6 Protect water-related ecosystems
6.4 Increase water-use
efficiency

11.6 Reduce environmental
impact of cities
12.2 Achieve sustainable management
of natural resources

6.3 Improve water quality by
reducing pollution
3.9 Reduce death and
disease from hazardous
chemicals

12.5 Reduce waste generation
14.1 Prevent and reduce marine
pollution

Environment

15.1 Ensure conservation and
sustainble use of ecosystems

Consumption and production patterns (goal 12)
Oceans (goal 14)
Ecosystems (goal 15)

15.2 Promote sustainable
forest management
15.3 Combat desertification

15.5 Halt the loss of biodiversity
15.b Finance sustainable forest management

17.1 Strengthen domestic
resource mobilisation
17.10 Promote a non-discriminatory
trading system

16.b Promote and enforce
non-discriminatory laws
16.a Build national institutions
to protect from violence

12.6 Encourage companies to
adopt sustainable practices
17.2 Implement ODA
commitments

Partnership

Revitalisation of the global partnership
(goal 17)

17.4 Reduce debt distress

16.10 Ensure access to information,
protect fundamental freedoms
16.8 Improve participation of the
Global South in institutions of
global governance
16.7 Ensure participatory, representative
decision-making

17.3 Mobilise financial resources
for the Global South

17.6 Enhance north-south,
south-south, trianglular
cooperation
17.16 Enhance global partnership
17.17 Promote public, public-private
partnerships
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economic growth.

94

The Swiss headquartered JTI has

used the SDGs to attack the WHO.95 In a press release,
cigarette corporation PMI welcomes the adoption of the
SDGs “as an additional motivation for our journey to
transform PMI”, without mentioning that tobacco control is part of the goals.96
Tobacco companies have a long history of CSR programs and have begun to link them to the SDGs. JTI for
example through its JTI Foundation supports water and
disaster relief projects in Bangladesh, referring to the
SDGs97 and BAT’s Bangladesh subsidiary funds water filtration in rural communities claiming this is aligned with
the government’s SDG aim for safe drinking water.98 This
is not new for BAT: previously, subsidiaries in Nigeria
and Brazil had linked their CSR projects to the respective
governments’ efforts to achieve the UN Millennium
Development Goals, using this as an avenue to influence
political decision makers.

99

PMI connects its good agri-

cultural practices program to SDG 2, describing that they
support food production alongside tobacco farming in
Mozambique, Malawi and Tanzania.100
In the name of sustainability in general or the SDGs

Tobacco companies have begun to link their CSR programs
to the SDGs, describing that they support food production
alongside tobacco farming in Mozambique, Tanzania
and Malawi. This woman in Dofu, northern Malawi, an
area which has been hit hard by drought and hunger would
benefit from their support.

in particular, tobacco corporations also engage in business and multi-stakeholder groups or partnerships. As
part of the corporate group World Business Council for

Executive Officer Nicandro Durante emphasizes: “Goal

Sustainable Development (WBCSD), PMI has for exam-

17, with its focus on partnerships, is also particularly rele-

ple endorsed the Paris climate agreement.101 BAT’s Chief

vant. Working collaboratively as part of multi-stakeholder

94 — British American Tobacco, Responding to a Changing World: Sustainability Report 2016, 2017, 1, 13, 15, 22, 28, 30, http://bat.com/group/
sites/uk__9d9kcy.nsf/vwPagesWebLive/DO9DCL3P/$FILE/medMDAKJK4B.pdf.
95 — Japan Tobacco International, “Media Information: Transparency, Sustainability and Innovation: Three Endangered Fundamentals the
New WHO Director General” (Geneva, Switzerland, May 24, 2017), www.jti.com/our-views/newsroom/transparency-sustainability-and-innovation-three-endangered-fundamentals-new-who.
96 — Philip Morris International, “PMI Welcomes the Adoption of UN’s Sustainable Development Goals,” August 19, 2016, www.pmi.com/
media-center/news/details/PMI_welcomes_the_adoption_of_UNs_Sustainable_Development_Goals. In its 2017 annual report to investors, it
dedicates a complete glossy page to the SDGs, prominently referring to SDG 3 as the area it claims to contribute to. On the same page,
PMI also refers to SDGs 2, 8, 12 and 16. Philip Morris International. 2017 Annual Report, 2018, 5, http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.
File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NjkwOTgzfENoaWxkSUQ9NDAwNjU5fFR5cGU9MQ==&t=1.
97 — JTI Foundation, “Water and Life: Improved Sanitation for Low Income Communities in Bangladesh,” accessed January 18, 2018, http://
jtifoundation.org/projects/water-and-life/; Habitat for Humanity Bangladesh, “Sustainable Development Goals and Contribution of
Habitat Bangladesh,” 2018, www.habitatbangladesh.org/n/n/n/n/news-and-stories-of-habitat-for-humanity-bangladesh/news/110-sustainable-development-goals-and-contribution-of-habitat-bangladesh.html.
98 — British American Tobacco Bangladesh, Directors’ Report 2015 (Bangladesh, 2016), 4, www.batbangladesh.com/group/sites/BAT_9T5FQ2.
nsf/vwPagesWebLive/DOA9ECYW/$FILE/Directors’_Report_2015.pdf ?openelement.
99 — Gary Fooks and Anna Gilmore, “Corporate Philanthropy, Political Influence, and Health Policy,” PLoS ONE 8, no. 11 (November 27, 2013):
5, https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0080864; Gilmore et al., “Exposing and Addressing Tobacco Industry Conduct in Low-Income and
Middle-Income Countries,” 1033.
100 — Philip Morris International, Sustainability Report: Communication on Progress 2016, United Nations Global Compact, 50, 76.
101 — World Business Council for Sustainable Development, “Paris Agreement Enters into Force Today: Check out What Our CEOs Are Saying,”
World business council for sustainable development, November 4, 2016, www.wbcsd.org/Overview/News-Insights/General/News/ParisAgreement-enters-into-force-today-Check-out-what-our-CEOs-are-saying.
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partnerships has always been central to our approach to

the area of their biggest impact. PMI does refer to SDG 3

sustainability.”102 The company lists a number of actors

as the area of its greatest potential impact,109 but fails to

they work with, for example NGOs and development

mention that the WHO FCTC, whose regulatory meas-

agencies, governments, as well as international organiza-

ures the company describes as a high business risk110 is

tions such as the UN and the International Labor Organ-

an integral part of this SDG. At the same time, all four

ization (ILO); and it is a member of various sustainability

corporations not only continue to sell combustible

groups.103 JTI is a member of the UN Child Labour Plat-

tobacco products, on which they spend the lion’s share

form and the Alliance 8.7 whose name refers to SDG 8.7

of their promotional budgets, but also geographically

(child labour).104

expand and scale their markets for them.111
But why do tobacco companies bother to engage in
the rhetoric around the SDGs instead of ignoring them

Changing its core business
strategy?

altogether? By recognizing the FCTC as an important
means to achieving sustainable development, the SDGs
are a threat to the tobacco industry, even more than the

Besides rhetoric and CSR projects, the question remains:

FCTC itself was before. In a 2015 internal document

Does the tobacco industry change its core business strat-

leaked by Reuters, PMI describes the potential inclusion

egies? As a matter of fact, their biggest impact on sus-

of additional tobacco control measures in the SDGs as an

tainable development lies in public health. All four mul-

“alarming development” because the company feared

tinationals emphasize their research efforts for novel

“that it could lead to the creation of another international

tobacco products they claim to be potentially less risky,

body at the UN that would deal specifically with tobacco

similar to the industry’s promotion of filter and low-tar

issues”. PMI based this scenario on unspecified “intelli-

cigarettes in the 1950s and 1960s.105 They have started to

gence” and there is no evidence that this was ever dis-

admit the “health concerns associated with smoking”106

cussed at UN level. However, the company subsequently

and that “[s]moking cigarettes causes serious disease”

107

lobbied representatives at Ministries of Foreign Affairs

usually in tandem with praise for their e-cigarettes or

and the UN with the argument that the inclusion of

heated tobacco products.108 Nevertheless, they continue

tobacco could lead to the need of bigger national contri-

to fail to admit the responsibility for millions of deaths

butions to the UN.

in the past, present and future in which they keep on

the SDGs, the tobacco industry cannot ignore them.

112

Now that the FCTC was included in

selling cigarettes. JTI, BAT and Imperial Brands com-

The SDGs embed tobacco control in a broader

pletely ignore SDG 3 and therefore do not acknowledge

Agenda and lead to the engagement of UN institutions

102 — British American Tobacco, Responding to a Changing World: Sustainability Report 2016, 1.
103 — British American Tobacco, 34.
104 — Japan Tobacco International, Agricultural Labor Practices 2017 (Geneva, Switzerland, 2017), 4, www.jti.com/sites/default/files/related_docs/
jti_ALP_booklet2017.pdf.
105 — Cummings, Morley, and Hyland, “Failed Promises of the Cigarette Industry and Its Effect on Consumer Misperceptions about the Health
Risks of Smoking,” i111.
106 — Imperial Brands, Sustainability Report 2017: Growing Our Business Responsibly (Bristol, UK, 2017), 4, www.imperialbrandsplc.com/
content/dam/imperial-brands/corporate/responsibility/approach-and-performance/Sustainability_Report_2017.pdf.
107 — Philip Morris International, “PMI Welcomes the Adoption of UN’s Sustainable Development Goals,” 6.
108 — Japan Tobacco Inc., JT Group Sustainability Report. FY 2016 (Tokyo, Japan, 2017), 52, www.jti.com/sites/default/files/related_docs/JT_
Group_Sustainability_Report_FY2016.pdf; British American Tobacco, Responding to a Changing World: Sustainability Report 2016, 4.
109 — Philip Morris International. 2017 Annual Report, 2018, 5.
110 — Philip Morris International. 2017 Annual Report, Form 10-K 2018, 7.
111 — Philip Morris International, 3; Philip Morris International, Sustainability Report: Communication on Progress 2016, United Nations
Global Compact, 26f; British American Tobacco, “BAT Investor Day 2017: International Business Update” (London, UK, October 25,
2017), www.bat.com/group/sites/UK__9ZTFCM.nsf/vwPagesWebLive/DOARDFF8/$FILE/International_Business_Update.pdf ?openelement; Imperial Brands, Annual Report and Accounts 2017, 12; Japan Tobacco Inc., Annual Report FY2016 (Tokyo, Japan, 2017), 22ff,
www.jti.com/sites/default/files/jti-annual-reports/fy-2016-annual-report-fy2016-e-all.pdf.
112 — Philip Morris International, “Report on the 16th World Conference on Tobacco or Health,” 2015, https://assets.documentcloud.org/
documents/3892463/2015-World-Conference-on-Tobacco-or-Health.pdf.
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and government departments beyond Ministries of

that it will fund research in the context of alternative

Health. These other departments, for example Ministries

tobacco products.117 The tobacco industry has used dis-

of Agriculture and Trade, have been traditionally lobbied

torted research and front groups before to influence

by tobacco companies to create conflict over tobacco con-

tobacco control efforts.118 Tobacco companies addition-

trol measures and stop them from being implemented.

ally make use of partly conflicting aims within the SDGs ‒

The tobacco industry cannot afford to lose this strong-

e.g. increasing employment and economic growth (SDG

hold. At the same time, the SDGs provide the opportu-

8) versus public health (SDG 3). JTI publicly attacks the

nity for new public private partnerships (SDG 17.17), a

WHO, stating that it “has been dangerously jeopardizing

form of engagement the tobacco industry has used to

many programs which enhance tobacco communities’

block or water down regulation for decades. This per-

livelihoods and meet the United Nation’s (sic!) Sustaina-

fectly lays out an avenue for PMI’s “normalization” strat-

ble Development Goals”.119 In this statement, JTI reveals

egy to address issues such as a ban on lobbying and polit-

an old tobacco industry strategy: pitting other UN agen-

ical or charitable contributions or the exclusion from

cies against the WHO. Although JTI does not explicitly

trade agreements. One of the planned actions is to “[b]

mention it, the quote refers to the ongoing debate within

uild on existing, and foster future, stakeholder relations

the ILO governing body over ceasing its collaboration

with International organizations, politicians, NGOs”.

113

with JTI and other tobacco companies. A growing num-

PMI’s goal is to be viewed “as a trusted and indispensable

ber of UN agencies is adopting policies against tobacco

partner, […] bringing solutions to the table” ‒ a table that

industry interference and the ILO is one of the last that

it has been largely barred from because of Article 5.3 of

cooperates with tobacco industry. Most recently, the

the FCTC. Novel tobacco products are an area the com-

UNGC in September 2017 announced the exclusion of

pany tries to use for this.114 The same internal plan says

tobacco corporations, expelling among others PMI and

that the corporation should “[a]mplify voices of ‘harm

Souza Cruz, the Brazil subsidiary of BAT.
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reduction’” which it has put in action in a September 2017
public relations coup: The new “Foundation for a SmokeFree World”, led by Derek Yach, who formerly worked

Conclusion and recommendations

with the Tobacco Free Initiative at the WHO before
changing over to PepsiCo.115 The foundation claims that

Business engagement in the SDGs is not a bad thing per

it is independent, despite PMI’s yearly recurring funding

se. Especially when it comes to a change of business

of US$80 million (about 0.1% of the company’s revenues)

behavior to a more sustainable way, an increased responsi-

for 12 years.116 In its 2017 annual report, PMI explicitly

bility of businesses is much needed. However, policy-mak-

names this foundation as a contribution to SDG 3, saying

ers, UN and civil society supporting the engagement of

113 — Philip Morris International, “10 Year Corporate Affairs Objectives and Strategies,” 2014, https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4333395/10-Year-Corporate-Affairs-Objectives-and.pdf.
114 — Philip Morris International, 1; Philip Morris International, “Corporate Affairs Approach and Issues,” 2014, 15, www.documentcloud.org/
documents/3892762-2014-Corporate-Affairs-Approach-and-Issues.html.
115 — Philip Morris International, “Philip Morris International Announces Support for the Establishment of the Foundation for a Smoke-Free
World,” September 12, 2017, www.pmi.com/investor-relations/press-releases-and-events/press-releases-overview/press-release-details/?newsId=2300228; University of Bath Tobacco Control Research Group, “Foundation for a Smoke-Free World – TobaccoTactics,”
January 11, 2018, www.tobaccotactics.org/index.php?title=Foundation_for_a_Smoke-Free_World.
116 — University of Bath Tobacco Control Research Group, “Foundation for a Smoke-Free World - TobaccoTactics.”
117 — Philip Morris International. 2017 Annual Report, 2018, 5, http://phx.corporate-ir.net/External.File?item=UGFyZW50SUQ9NjkwOTgzfENoaWxkSUQ9NDAwNjU5fFR5cGU9MQ==&t=1.
118 — Thilo Grüning, Anna B. Gilmore, and Martin McKee, “Tobacco Industry Influence on Science and Scientists in Germany,” American
Journal of Public Health 96, no. 1 (January 1, 2006): 20–32, https://doi.org/10.2105/AJPH.2004.061507.
119 — Japan Tobacco International, “Media Information: Transparency, Sustainability and Innovation: Three Endangered Fundamentals the
New WHO Director General”; Bevers and Japan Tobacco International, “Fighting Child Labor Is about Enhancing Farming Communities’ Livelihoods ‒ Let’s Leave Political Games out of It.”
120 — Yvette van der Eijk et al., “United Nations Global Compact: An ‘Inroad’ into the UN and Reputation Boost for the Tobacco Industry,”
Tobacco Control, November 2, 2017, https://doi.org/10.1136/tobaccocontrol-2017-054055.
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Highjacking the SDGs?

business have to be careful as it can be difficult to differen-

The leadership of companies like AXA, ABN Amro and

tiate certain business activities and their goals. A new

other insurance companies should be followed by (pub-

company policy could signal a shift of business strategy or

lic) pension funds and the initiative should be extended

it could merely be public relations rhetoric. A program on

to stopping investment in other harmful industries There

working conditions promoted as change in supply chain

is huge interest from consumers in such funds, as the

management might turn out to be a greenwashing project

Fair World Fonds that among others excludes arms,

with limited scope or impact. Additionally, corporate

tobacco and alcohol industries, shows.

influence on a political level, e.g. through business or mul-

industry clearly shows the limitations of public-private

ti-stakeholder groups, can lead to softened government

partnership models, a tool for the SDG implementation

regulation with negative consequences for the public.

heavily pushed and pursued by the UN as well as govern-
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The tobacco

The tobacco industry may be seriously working on a

ments. While there may be no other consumer products

change of product line, having understood that their cur-

as harmful as tobacco, other products come with serious

rent product is not a sustainable source of profit with the

health concerns as well. There are 6.7 million deaths

WHO FCTC and the SDGs against it. Nevertheless, a

related to processed foods, sugar and alcohol and these

change of business strategy is not done by merely chang-

industries have been found to employ strategies similar

ing a product. The tobacco industry does not show change

to the tobacco industry. The sugar industry promotes

in its behaviour towards stakeholders and regulation. Ref-

biased studies to create doubt about the link between

erences to the SDGs are part of a broader, multi-layered

sugar drinks and obesity, Coca-Cola organized heavy

strategy with the aim of stopping tobacco control meas-

opposition against soda taxes in 14 countries and food

ures such as taxation, advertising bans or plain packaging.

companies employed intellectual property and trade

Therefore, the tobacco industry activities do not meet the

arguments to pressure the government of Chile on health

basic principles of engagement in the SDGs. In contrast,

labels.

the industry’s use of the SDGs to circumvent regulation

the UN should be cautious about public-private partner-

impairs sustainable development instead of increasing it.

ships and safeguard the SDGs against corporate interfer-

The biggest impact the tobacco industry can have on

ence. The guidelines to Article 5.3 of the WHO FCTC and

the achievement of the SDGs is the immediate cessation

122

In these areas, governments, civil society and

the related UN model policy give guidance for that.

of all marketing efforts for cigarettes and other harmful

In order to make food, sugar and alcohol companies

tobacco products, and subsequently the stop of manufac-

more sustainable and tackle insufficient regulation, the

ture and sale of these products. No other measure taken

tobacco sector might actually be a helping role model. The

by tobacco companies ‒ no investment in disaster relief,

WHO instrument used to develop the FCTC was long bur-

supply chain management, reforestation and novel (yet

ied and could be used to develop other treaties to intro-

not proven to be nonhazardous) products ‒ can offset the

duce measures like advertising restrictions, health labels

harm these companies continue to do. There is no other

and taxation for products that cause serious harms to pub-

consumer goods industry that has a similar impact with

lic health, human rights or sustainable development.

a similar solution.

Role of other business sectors
The private sector, in line with ethical banking principles,
has already started to end investments in the tobacco
industry and thereby support sustainable development.

121 — Tobacco Free Portfolios, The Toolkit. 4th Edition, 2017, 43ff, www.tobaccofreeportfolios.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/TFP-Toolkit4th-Edition.pdf; Jan Schulz, Rauchfrei Investieren: Warum Banken Das Tödliche Geschäft Mit Tabak Beenden Sollten (Berlin: Facing
Finance, 2017), www.facing-finance.org/files/2017/12/Rauchfrei_investieren.pdf. See www.fairworldfonds.de/fair-investment.php.
122 — Vital Strategies, Fool Me Twice. NCD Advocacy Report, 2017, www.vitalstrategies.org/foolmetwice/FoolMeTwice_Report.pdf.
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Abbreviations
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AAAA

Addis Ababa Action Agenda

BAT

British American Tobacco

BSDC

The Business and Sustainable Development Commission

CEDAW

UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women

CNTC

China National Tobacco Corporation

CRC

UN Committee on the Rights of the Child

CSOs

Civil Society Organizations

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

ECOSOC

United Nations Economic and Social Council

EU

European Union

FCTC

WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control

FCTC

WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control

FtD

International Conference on Financing for Development

ICMA

International Capital Market Association

GCNC

UN Global Compact Network Canada

GBPs

Green Bond Principles

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

GTS

Green Tobacco Sickness

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

HLPF

High-level Political Forum on Sustainable Development

IATF

Inter-Agency Task Force on Financing

ICC

International Chamber of Commerce

ILO

International Labor Organization

JTI

Japan Tobacco International

KfW

Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau

MDGs

Millennium Development Goals

NCDs

Non-Communicable Diseases

ODA

Official development assistance

PMI

Philip Morris International

PPPs

Public Private Partnerships

SDG(s)

Sustainable Development Goal(s)

UN

United Nations

UN-DESA

UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs

UNDP

UN Development Programme

WBCSD

World Business Council for Sustainable Development
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